Lowering the background level and the energy threshold of Micromegas x-ray detectors for axion searches
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Axion helioscopes search for solar axions by their conversion in x-rays in the presence of high magnetic fields. The use of low background x-ray detectors is an essential component contributing to the sensitivity of these searches. In this work, we review the recent advances on Micromegas detectors used in the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) and proposed for the future International Axion Observatory (IAOXO). The actual setup in CAST has achieved background levels below $10^{-6}$ keV$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, a factor 100 lower than the first generation of Micromegas detectors. This reduction is based on active and passive shielding techniques, the selection of radiopure materials, offline discrimination techniques and the high granularity of the readout. We describe in detail the background model of the detector, based on its operation at CAST site and at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC), as well as on Geant4 simulations. The best levels currently achieved at LSC are low than $10^{-7}$ keV$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and show good prospects for the application of this technology in IAXO. Finally, we present some ideas and results for reducing the energy threshold of these detectors below 1 keV, using high-transparent windows, autotrigger electronics and studying the cluster shape at different energies. As a high flux of axion-like-particles is expected in this energy range, a sub-keV threshold detector could enlarge the physics case of axion helioscopes.
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1. Micromegas for axion searches

Axion helioscopes [1] aim to detect solar axions through their conversion by the inverse Primakoff effect into x-rays (1-10 keV) using strong magnetic fields. The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) [2] is the most powerful example and has set the best exclusion limits in the axion-photon coupling for a wide range of axion masses [3, 4]. Three of the four CAST magnet bores are equipped with microbulk Micromegas (MM) detectors [5, 6] as they have a light and radiopure material budget [7]; show an excellent energy resolution (12% FWHM at 5.9 keV) [8]; have a high discrimination power to select x-rays (point-like events) from muons and gammas; can be shielded by applying the same techniques used in rare events experiments.

X-ray detectors are an important issue for the future International Axion Observatory (IAXO) [9, 10]. Its main goal is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio more than $10^4$ with respect toCAST, i.e. 1-2 orders of magnitude in sensitivity to the axion-photon coupling. From the different improvements foreseen, low background x-rays detectors must reach values in $10^{-7} - 10^{-8}$ s$^{-1}$ keV$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. MM technology is a perfect candidate according to the latest level reached in CAST-MM during 2013 [11] and currently the limit achieved at the Canfranc Underground Laboratory (LSC).

In section 2, we will briefly describe the actual CAST-MM background model (exposed in detail in [6]). We will thus present the physical motivation and the R&D for sub-keV CAST-MM detectors in section 3 and, we will finish with some conclusions and prospects.

2. Background model of CAST-MM detectors

In table 1 the different contributions to background model of CAST-MM detectors are detailed. They have been identified either by in-situ measurements at CAST, by a detector’s replica installed at LSC or by Geant4 simulations. The main contribution is caused by muons, while the origin of actual limit set at LSC is unknown. Some hypothesis are neutrons or the $^{39}$Ar isotope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Level (s$^{-1}$ keV$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Shielding technique applied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gamma flux</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>Full coverage by 10 cm lead shielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radon</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>Nitrogen flux inside the shielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmic muons</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-6}$ $6 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>95% coverage by an active muon veto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al cathode</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>Replacement by an ultrapure copper cathode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC limit</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
<td>Neutrons? $^{39}$Ar? Others?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The different contributions to background level in 2-7 keV range identified in CAST-MM background model and the different shielding techniques applied to completely or partially remove them. For clarity, values are given without errors. The full measurements with the associated errors are in [6].

3. Lowering the energy threshold

New calculations of axion production at the Sun by the so-called “BCA processes” in non-hadronic axion models [12] point out to an axion flux peaking at energies around 1 keV. This fact motivates the use of sub-keV detectors in IAXO. With this aim, there is a R&D line based on:
Window  The x-rays coming from the magnet enter the conversion volume via a gas-tight window made of 5 μm aluminized mylar foil. This foil is supported by a metallic squared-pattern strong-back, to withstand the pressure difference to the magnet’s vacuum system. This foil is transparent down to energies of 1.5 keV. Other possible materials like polyimide-based foils are being studied, as their transparency is enlarged down to 0.7 keV.

Gas  Other mixtures than Ar+2%isobutane have been studied to increase the actual operation point \((8 \times 10^3)\), i.e, to decrease the energy threshold. A value of \(3 \times 10^4\) is reached in neon-based mixtures but the pressure must be increased to maximize the photon conversion \([8]\).

Electronics  The actual one is based on the AFTER chip \([13]\), which provides time information of each strip. This feature improves the signal-to-noise ratio and have reduced the energy threshold down to 450 eV. Autotrigger systems like AGET \([14]\) may further enhance this reduction.

Analysis  The CAST-MM detectors have been calibrated in an electron beam at the CAST Detector Laboratory \([15]\). In this setup, the fluorescence lines of different target materials ranging from 2.3 (gold) to 8.0 keV (copper) are used to calculate the integrated signal efficiency \([11]\). This data also provides information on event’s topology, which can be used in the analysis. To illustrate this issue, the distribution of the cluster’s width in Z (left) and the cluster difference between X&Y widths (right) are shown respectively in figure 1. Clusters are wider at low energies because most of the x-rays may be absorbed in the first milimeters just after the window and will suffer more diffusion effects. Cluster differences also increase at low energies as charge fluctuations between the two detector planes (XY) are more important.

![Figure 1: Distribution of the cluster’s width in Z (left, in sigma units) and the cluster’s width difference in XY (right) for the different fluorescence lines used in the x-ray calibration of CAST-M18.](image)

4. Conclusions and prospects

During more than a decade in CAST, Micromegas detectors have reduced their background levels by two orders of magnitude, reaching a value of \(7 \times 10^{-7} \text{ keV}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}\). Most of contributions have been identified and removed applying shielding techniques used in rare event experiments. The best levels currently achieved at LSC (a factor 7 lower) show good prospects for the application of this technology in IAXO. Recent calculations of axion flux motivate the use of sub-keV detectors in CAST. We have presented the main open R&D lines on this issue for CAST-MM.
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